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Regardless of the orders, what are the main structures of an academic writing?

Main ideas, development, argument Development, Introduction,  conclusion

Structure, content, cohesion Presentation, analysis, discussion

1-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following items are considered as basic connectives?

However, nevertheless, yet Thus, but, therefore

But also, either or, neither nor But, and, or

2-

1. 2.

3. 4.

He passed his examinations; ….......... , he had some good news to tell his parents.

however nevertheless accordingly in other words

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When we report a particular procedure, we often use .........….tense.  

past  passive present passive present active past active

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A description that does not involve a process is often written in the …......…tense.

present passive present active past passive past active

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In descriptive writing, we use a ........ order to avoid repeating a subject.  

relative pronoun sequence maker

possessive pronoun connective

6-

1. 2.

3. 4.

My supervisor….........seems very young has just been promoted to head of department.

whose which who whom

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The island….............the main lands of England, Wales and Scotland, that …., three countries.. 

is comprised-is is comprised-are

comprises-are comprises-is

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which item is WRONG?

Verb "is situated…" is used in referring to location.

"most of the…."is used to represent approximation

"Predominantly "is used in referring to Qualification

The verb "comprises"…is used to describe the composition of a country

9-

1.

2.

3.

4.

In 1973‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐U.K, ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐Denmark and ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐Republic of Ireland became members.

The, ---, ---  ---, The , the The, ---, the The ,the ,....... 

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Which type of academic writing contains some kind of historical background or development?

classification narrative descriptive exemplification

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He has lived in his new house ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ he returned from abroad.

since for until as long as

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which vocabulary is NOT used for describing university officers?

Register Demonstrator

Chancellor  Director of finance

13-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following  can be considered as a good definition?

A sequence is a geometric which has four equal sides and four right angels.

A dictionary is a book like "American Oxford Dictionary"

A reader is a person who reads

An Ammeter is used to measure electric current.

14-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What verb is NOT usually used in definition writing?

is concerned with deals with

 relates to involved in

15-

1. 2.

3. 4.

…..is commonly used throughout academic writing. 

Classification Definition Exemplification  Description

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

…..writing is normally made according to criterion or several criteria (standards or principles on

which judgments are based).

Classification definition exemplification Qualification

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which verb is NOT usually used in classification writing?

Put into fall into categorize associate

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is often needed to compare and contrast things. Similarities and differences are often noted

when……….

comparing classifying narrating exemplifing

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The following words are used in qualification of comparison, Except................

A lot of quite about  only just

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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He saved his money for several years; ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ he could buy a house.

for the reason that as a result

despite of due to

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ he studied hard, he could pass the final test.

So Although Since Therefore

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

………..there is an increase in demand, prices rise.

Hence When As if Such

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is necessary to make general comments or to generalize about the information when

generalizations can be made more precise by……….them.

defining  narrating describing qualifying

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In developing an argument we need to express our opinion, and then we need to…......…… at the

end.

generalize interpret conclude  exemplify

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He has been living in this country ............. three years.

up at since for

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I…………considerable progress so far.

made am making have made make

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following sentences is WRONG?

He raised my salary. You should rise against him.

The Sun arises in the East  This problem arose yesterday.

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

All of the following word, (L) is silent, Except................

wolf half folk calf

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

All of the following constructions are used to represent comparisons, Except...............

Showing equivalence Showing non-equivalence

showing mixture of the following showing parallel increase

30-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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